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Let f be defined on T’ and have an absolutely convergent Fourier series 
f(<&j>) = Cfxeik? 
k 
Set l/fjl = x /jk 1. In this paper the problem of determining the limit of lif” 11, 
as n -+ 00, is studied. 
In the case r = 1, this problem has been considered by D. Girard [5] and 
other results concerning the behavior of 11 fn /I, as n - cc, have been obtained. 
See [l-4, 7, 1 l-151. A summary of these results may be found in Girard’s 
paper and in [7]. In the case that r is any positive integer Hedstrom [6] has shown 
that if f is defined on Tr, has an absolutely convergent Fourier series and satisfies 
j f (e)l < 1 for all 0 and if certain partial derivatives exist in the sense of Sobolev 
and belong to L, then I/f n I/ < mn r 2. i Schreiber [16] has obtained sufficient 
conditions in order that lif” jj = O(l), n - co. These conditions were re- 
discovered in [lo] and generalized in [8]. In addition [lo] contains necessary 
conditions in order that II f n /I = O(l), as n --+ 00. Finally, it has been shown 
in [9] that certain well-known results for r = 1 cannot be extended even to the 
case r = 2. 
Before stating the main result of this paper, we introduce two classes of 
functions. Define a polynomial p in r variables to be q-homogeneous of index I 
if there exists an r-tuple q of positive integers and a positive number I such that 
for all s > 0 and all t in R' 
p((slmj)) = +(t). (1) 
For each r-tuple q of positive integers let rQ denote the class of complex-valued 
functions defined on RI which may be written as a sum p + y of a q-homogeneous 
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polynomial p of index 1 such that Re p is positive definite and a function y in 
P(Rr), m = max(2r, qr , pa ,..., qr), such that 
If f is a function which is defined on Tr, has an absolutely convergent Fourier 
series, is in absolute value less than 1 at all points of Tr other than the identity, 
and can be written in the form 
f (<e”“j)) = exp(a * ti - (p + y) (t)) (3) 
for all t in some Rr-neighborhood of 0, where a E R’ and p + y EC, for some 
r-tuple of positive integers q, then f is said to be of class Y(a, 4). 
THEOREM. If f is of class qa, q) then 
llf n II -+ cw’ II p IL > asn+ co, 
where F(t) = exp( -p(t)) for all t E Rr. 
1. FURTHER DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let T, 2, R, and rr denote the unit circle, integers, real numbers, and the 
interval [-X, ~1, respectively. For any set S let S denote the r-fold Cartesian 
product of the set S with itself and let 1 S 1 denote the cardinality of S. For any 
subset S of ~7, let CS denote the complement of S in ~-r. 
The letter t will always denote a point of Rr. Alternatively denote t in terms 
of its components tj by using the notation (tj);l or more simply (ti) if no 
ambiguity arises. Finally let Sij denote the Kronecker delta and 0 the origin of 
R’. 
For f defined and Lebesgue integrable on Tr and for K E Zr let fk denote the 
Kth Fourier coefficient off. For each nonempty subset J of (1,2,..., r} let DJ 
denote the differential operator JJsJ a/at, with D o denoting the identity. For F 
defined and Lebesgue integrable on R’, $’ denotes the Fourier transform of F. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
LEMMA 1. Let p be a positive-definite, q-homogeneous polynomial of index 1. 
Then qj is an even integer for 1 < j < Y and 
for all t. 
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Proof. Fix j, 1 < j < Y. Let h(s) = p((sSii>i7_i), for all s in R. Since p is 
q-homogeneous of index 1, 
h(s) = s*‘h(&);=,) 
for all s > 0 and hence for all s, h being a polynomial. Since h is positive definite, 
qj is an even integer. 
Assume that tj # 0 and define ui by t = (tiui)61. Since p is q-homogeneous 
of index 1, p(t) = tyjp(u). Since ui = 1 and since p is positive definite there is a 
positive constant a, such that p(u) > a, . Thus, p(t) 3 t&j. Note that this 
inequality also holds if ti = 0. Summing over j yields rp(t) > xi=, u&, from 
which the lemma follows since each uj is positive. 
LEMMA 2. Let u and w be q-homogeneous polynomials with indices I, und I, , 
respectively. Let t be a point of Rr such that u(t) and w(t) are each nonzero. Then 
1 u/w 1 ((s”“$)) = o(l), as s -+ 0, 
if and only ;f I, > I, . 
Proof. Applying the definition of q-homogeneity to u and w yields 
1 u/w 1 ((S%j)) = s’*%(t)/w(t), 
from which the lemma follows directly. 
LEMMA 3. Let u be a q-homogeneous, positive-definite polynomial of index IU 
and v be a polynomial in Y variables such that 
I WI = O(l 4w us t + 0. (4) 
Then the index of q-homogeneity of each term of v is greater than OY equal to I, . 
Proof. It has been implicitly assumed in the statement of the lemma that 
each term of v is q-homogeneous. It is straightforward to prove that in fact each 
term of any polynomial is q-homogeneous and that a sum of terms having a 
given index of q-homogeneity is q-homogeneous with that same index. There- 
fore, if w is defined to be the sum of those terms of v having the smallest index of 
q-homogeneity and if I, denotes the index of w, it suffices to prove that I,,, 3 I, . 
Fix a point t E R’ such that w(t) # 0. Since w is q-homogeneous, t # 0. 
From (4) it follows that 
j v/u 1 ((sl”$)) = O(l), as s-+ 0. (5) 
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Since v - w is a sum of terms each of index exceeding I, and since w(t) # 0 it 
follows that each term of v - w upon division of w and evaluation at (slM,> 
is either zero or by Lemma 2 approaches zero as s -+ 0. That is, 
I(v - w)/w 1 ((sl’*S)) = o(l), as s-to. (6) 
Since W/U = v(u(1 + (v - w)/w))-1 it follows from (5) and (6) that 
1 w/u 1 (<sl’“‘tj)) = O(l), as s-to. 
By Lemma 2, this implies that 1, < I, since w(t) # 0 and u(t) # 0, u being 
positive definite. 
LEMMA 4. If f is of class g(a, q), then there exist positive constants v and c 
such that for every t E m7 and every pair J, J’ of subsets of (1,2,..., r} 
1 DJf D,,f “(<e’tp))l < c&) exp(-bn$lf:4)y (7) 
where 
44 = (iTJ + E) l/c& y if a = 0, 
=IJI+IJ’I, otherwise. 
Furthermore, 
;;gL [ DJ 0 DJ*f n((eitj>)l = 0(n-4ra), n+a3, (8) 
whereL-{tER’:ItjI <Xi,1 <j<rr)andbnXp=6r2logn. 
Proof. From (2), (3), and Lemma 1 it follows that for all t E XT 
(9) 
which proves (7) in the case J = J’ = O. 
So assume that J U J’ # 0, a = 0, use (3) to substitute for f, and apply the 
operator DJ o DJf , to obtain that for all t in some neighborhood V of 0 
DJ o D.vf”(<&) = c (I1 n [n(Dw 0 Dw) (p + r> (t)])f (<eit4>), 
HEP NEP’ 
(10) 
where the sum is over all pairs P, P’ of partitions of J and J’, respectively. 
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The proof of (7) in the case J u J’ # O, a = 0 is completed by obtaining 
a relatively difficult estimate of the double product on the right side of [lo] and 
by using this estimate, (lo), and (9). By hypothesis y E Cm(p), where m = 
maxP, q1 , q2 , . . . , qT). Applying Taylor’s formula yields 
At) = u(t) + 00 t i”), as t -+ 0, (‘1) 
where o(t) is a polynomial in r variables. Since ! y(t)/ and 1 t Irn are both O(Ci=r t4j), 
t -+ 0, it follows from (11) that j e)(t)/ is also. This implies by Lemma 3 that the 
index of q-homogeneity of each term of v(t) is at least 1 since CL1 tSj is a 
q-homogeneous polynomial with index of q-homogeneity equal to 1 and since 
by Lemma 1 C t4j is positive definite. Thus, the polynomial Y 3 p + o has no 
term with index of q-homogeneity less than 1 and 
(P + Y)(t) = 44 + O(l t I”>, t + 0. 
Since p, y, v E Cm(R), m > 2r, Taylor’s formula and the last equality imply that 
(D, 0 D,,)(p + y)(t) = (DfJ 0 D,,) v(t) + O(l t Im-Iff-Ifq, 
t -+ 0. This, (1 1), and (10) imply that for all t E V 
1 D, 0 DJ,f”(<eitj))/ 
j-j fl n[(D, 0 DH,) v(t) + 0( / t Im-‘H’-‘H” 
HEP HEP’ 
11) exp (--nb $r t:‘) 3 
where Y has no term with index of q-homogeneity less than 1. 
To estimate (DH, 0 DH) v(t), note that for each term l’Ji tp of v(t) 
D H, 0 D, n t;’ = 0 
i i 
if pj==O forsomejEHuH’, 
j 
=o if pi = 1 for some j E H n H’, 
=cntp otherwise, 
sj = pi - 2 if jEHnH’, 
= Pi if j$HuH’, 
=p,-I otherwise. 
Since the index of q-homogeneity of each term nj tp of v is 1 or greater it 
follows that CIzlpj/qj > 1 and hence 
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Thus, 
sup I(DH, o DH) v((n-l’Qjtj))l < m-l+(Cj,H”H’+~,j,HnH’)l~Q~. (13) 
EV 
Also, since m > qj for i < j < r, 
This estimate, (I 3), and (12) imply that for all t E V 
where w = (CisH + xjsH,) l/q, , and where the sum is over all pairs P, P' of 
partitions of J, y, respectively. Since &,, &,rEP, w = U(O), the last inequality 
implies that there exist positive constants b and c such that (7) holds for all t in V. 
To complete the proof of (7) in the case J u J’ # ,D, a = 0 note that from the 
fact that j f((eitj)I is less than 1 for all t E 7~7 j V it follows that 
sup I D, 0 D,,f”((eiy>)l < can, 
Wr’I v 
for some S in (0, 1). Note that in the case a # 0, (7) follows from (9) and the 
fact that the product of a polynomial in r variables and the function on the right 
side of (CZ) are bounded on R’. 
From (7) with J = J’ = ia and from the definition ofL it follows that 
sup 1 f”((ei’Q)I < ~tl-‘~~, 
SCL 
which implies (8). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
For subsets K = K(n) of 2’ let SK denote the sum 
zK 1 Lrf”(<eiti>) epik.t dt 1 . 
For N > 0 and 71 a positive integer define +(JV, n) by $(N, n) = N-l + 
~~-ln-l/maw(lOg n)2. 
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To prove the theorem it suffices to show for all n sufficiently large and for all 
N 3 1 that 
sKm < $cN, n), m = 1,3,4, 04) 
where 
Kl = {It l ZT: / pj / 3 n3? for somej, 1 < j < r}, 
K4=Zr fiKm, 
\ 
p = na - k. 
?7L=l 
To establish (14) for m = 3, note that j K3 1 < CYP1(log n) n”, w = 
- (max ~j)-~ + C 1 /qj , and that as a consequence of (7) with J = J’ = D 
To prove (14) for m = 1, integrate by parts to show that for any nonempty 
subset J of {1,2,..., r} 
i 1 
n kj2 I(fyk /= I(DJyn((eitj)))k I < cn2’J’, 
jEJ 
the last inequality following from (7) with J = J’ and the fact that the function 
on the right side of (7) is integrable on Rr. This estimate of i(fn)k I implies 
that SK < cn2jJ+3r, where KJ = {k E K,: j ki I > 1 iff j E J}, and hence 
proves 64) for m = 1 since SK, < C SK,, where the sum is over all non- 
empty subsets of {I, 2 ,..., r}. 
In the proof of (14) for the case m = 4 and the proof of (15) integrals will be 
estimated by considering separately the ranges of integration L and CL, where 
the set L is defined in the statement of Lemma 4. The definition of L involves a 
constant b which we presently define. Since each of the functions exp(-p(t)) and 
exp(-(y + p)(t) belong to 9(0, 4) and f((&)) belongs to Y(a, Q), where 4 is 
defined by (2) and a is defined by (3) then to each of these functions there 
corresponds by Lemma 4 a constant b. For the remainder of the proof fix b 
equal to the smallest of these three constants. 
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Since by Lemma 4 supteCL jf”((&))\ = O(C~~‘), as n -+ co, and since 
1 K4 1 = O(&), n + 00, to prove (14) for m = 4 it suffices to show that 
g 1 jLfl((eifj)) epik.t dt 1 < C+(N, n). 
This inequality may be established by proving for each nonempty subset 1 of 
(1, 2,..., r} that 
and by using this estimate to show that 
where the sum is over the set {k E K4: 1 pj 1 >, nl/*j iff j E J}. 
To prove (16) integrate by parts twice with respect to each tj for which j E j, 
each time taking e i~*t to be the term to be integrated, and obtain that 
(n&J pj) JLf”((eitj)) e-ik*t dt is a linear combination of 
& j-L @J2 exd--nb + Y) (4)) exp(G .t) 4 
terms of the form 
cJLf I%)” I PS 0 Ds,) (exd-n(p + Y) (4)) exp(& * 4 dw, (18) 
where p E (0, l}, S and S’ are subsets of J, and the region of integration is some 
subset of X, and possibly terms of the form 
exp(G * w - n(p + A(w)), (19) 
where w is a vertex of 8L. The terms in (19) occur only if J = {1,2,..., Y}. In all 
cases the constants of the linear combination are independent of n and K. By 
Lemma 4, formula (8), the expressions in (18) and (19) are O(n-4rz), n -+ co. 
Using Lemma 4, formula (7), to estimate the integrand in (17) and then sub- 
stituting (n-ilgjt& for t completes the proof of (16) and hence the proof of (14) 
in the case m = 4. 
For p E (0, l}r, let Q, = {t E R’: tj 2 0 iff p, = O> and K, = {k E K,: 
p E Q,}. To prove (15) it suffices to show that 
(20) 
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for all N > 1, p E (0, l>‘. The proof will be given for p = 0, the other cases 
being similar. 
From Lemma 4, formula (8) it follows that 
5 1 S,, (f”((ett’>) e-ik’t - exp(& . t - up(t))) dt / = O(?2-3r2), (21) 
II 
as n --f co, since 1 K, j = O(nr), n + co. Lemma 1 implies that / exp(& . t - 
np(t))j is less than or equal to c exp(-&rC;=, t:T). Since the square root of this 
last function is integrable on RC and is bounded on R’/rr’ by 6” for some 6 in (0, I), 
exp(&. * t - q(t)) dt ( = O(P), n+cQ. 
This estimate and (21) imply that to prove (20) it suffices to show that for all 
iv31 
- exp(& . t - rip(t))) dt < C$(N, n) (22) 
and that 
1 C 1 1 exp(+ * t - q(t)) dt 1 - IQ, I P(t)1 dt 1 < C#N n). (23) 
K, R” 
BY (3) 
/ f”((e+)) e-ik’t - exp(& * t - v(t))1 = I 1 - ev(-vW>l I exp(-vW)l , 
(24) 
for all t EL. Using Lemma 4 to estimate / exp(--np(t))l for t E z-r and then 
substituting (n-l~%+) for t yields 
s 1 exp(--np(t))l dt = O(n-C1’aJ), n-too. L 
This estimate, 
s;p 1 1 - exp(-nny(t))l < cs-l’maWi(log n)*, 
and the fact that 1 K, 1 = O(nzl/gi), n -+ CO, prove (22). 
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To prove (23), note that the left side of (23) is less than or equal to 
(25) 
+ N+rO((l + log ?r) ??=g), n-t Go, 
where V = {t EQ,: N < tj for somej, 1 < j < r),p = 0 and 
U, = {t E R’: n-l’g~pj < tj < n-l’g+j + l), 1 < j < r>. 
For each proper subset J of {1,2,..., r} let V, denote the set {t E V: tj > 1 iff 
j E J>. Use the standard estimate 1 p(t)1 < C/&, tt to obtain that JVJ 113 1 < 
CN-l for each J and hence that / p j < CN-l. Thus, since the sum in (25) 
indexed by K, equals 
F(x) g,(x, t) dx 1- / 1 F(x) g& FL) dx I)dt / 7 (26) 
R’ 
where Uz = (t E R’: (n-l/*+ E U,) and g,(x, t) = exp(ix . (rlhi)); to 
prove (23) and hence the theorem it suffices to prove that the expression in (26) 
is bounded by CNmn-lirn~gj. 
The expression in (26), however, is bounded by 
cn-‘l’gj ,C fEq; jR,F(x) I 1 - g,(x, P - t)l dx. 
B 
Finally, this last expression is less than or equal to 
cn-‘C1’gi-l’mamj 1 K, 1 II Pi2 II1 sup,,R4’112(x)(e151 - 1) 
and hence CN+n-llm~gj. 
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